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ABSTRACT  19 

 20 

The adverse health effects resulting from exposure to contaminated soil on internally 21 

displaced populations in Mitrovica, Kosovo can be determined by how the potentially harmful 22 

elements are bound in the soils.  Certainly this was the case for Pb, present at concentrations 23 

ranging from 624 to 46,900 mg/kg, and at bioaccessibilities ranging <5% to nearly 90%. To assess 24 

why the soil Pb might differ so markedly in terms of its bioaccessibility, computer controlled 25 

scanning electron microscopy (CCSEM) was employed to determine how the Pb was associated 26 

with other elements at the individual particle (IP) level in soils from the area. It was found that 27 

the Pb-bearing particle types were, for the most part, different in each sample. We consider these 28 

differences as the main control on Pb bioaccessibility in these soils. Pb solubility at the IP level 29 

was evaluated by examining Pb-particles from these soils in the electron microscope before and 30 

after successive immersions in a simulated gastric fluid. This analysis (differential IP analysis) 31 

confirmed the CCSEM characterization that Pb associated with other higher atomic number 32 

elements  (Fe, Zn, Cu and Ni) was less soluble than when it was present as isolated phases (e.g., 33 

as carbonate) or when it was bound with lower atomic number elements (Na, Al, Si, K, Ca). The 34 

heterogeneity in solubility and composition of the Pb-particles suggested that the Pb originated 35 

from a range of different anthropogenic activities. The nature of these different anthropogenic 36 

activities created the wide differences in Pb-bioaccessibilty by producing Pb bound in many 37 

different forms in the soil particles. This type of Pb-particle characterization highlights the role 38 

CCSEM analysis, and IP acid extraction, can play in providing supporting evidence alongside 39 
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bioaccessibility data for applications in human health risk assessment and management of 40 

contaminated soil. 41 

 42 

KEYWORDS: Soil; Metals; SEM; Pb; Bioaccessibilty; 43 

 44 

CAPSULE 45 

CCSEM-EDS was used to collect particle composition data to better refine risk-based 46 

assessments and site management strategies.  47 
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INTRODUCTION 48 

 49 

Potentially harmful elements (PHE) fall within the USFDA (2016) definition of any chemical 50 

or chemical compound that causes or has the potential to cause direct or indirect harm. The 51 

geochemistry of PHE controls their partitioning in the environment, their mobility, transport and 52 

ultimately their fate. In the case of PHE in soils, a variety of sequential chemical extraction 53 

procedures have been used to determine PHE partitioning in bulk soil samples in order to assess 54 

potential mobility. Such methods selectively remove specific constituents from unconsolidated 55 

samples (such as soils) for the purpose of determining the fractions to which the PHEs of interest 56 

are bound (Young et al., 2005). Sequential extraction methods can be extremely complicated 57 

(see, e.g., Bacon and Davidson, 2008), and may fail to address questions pertinent to human 58 

health risk assessment. Not all forms of ingested PHEs are solubilized in the gastrointestinal (GI) 59 

tract with obvious human health consequences. Due to the potential for adverse health 60 

outcomes associated with the ingestion (inadvertent or otherwise) of contaminated soil, 61 

considerable attention has focused on measuring the bioavailability, or more specifically the in 62 

vitro bioaccessibility, of PHEs (e.g. Cai et al., 2016; Li et al., 2014; Lorenzi et al., 2012; Okorie et 63 

al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011). Oral bioaccessibility protocols seek to model the extraction of PHEs 64 

during the passage of material through the human GI system and numerous studies have 65 

reported that the mineralogical form/solid phase partitioning of the contaminant has a large 66 

influence on its bioaccessibility (Cox et al., 2013; Palumbo-Roe et al., 2013; Pelfrene et al., 2012; 67 

Reis et al., 2014; Walraven et al., 2015; Wragg and Cave, 2012). Furthermore, a number of studies 68 

have indicated a complex range of percentage bioaccessibility data across contaminated sites 69 
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(e.g. Farmer et al., 2011; Okorie et al., 2011; Roussel et al., 2010).  This poses questions for 70 

regulators and risk managers when assessing contaminated land in terms of the reliability of 71 

bioaccessibility data and how to best interpret, and apply, such data. Interpretation of in vitro 72 

bioaccessibility data from the analysis of bulk soil samples can be enhanced by an examination 73 

of how element constituents are bound at the individual particle (IP) level. Electron microscopy 74 

based methods that can capture the variety of element associations in particles in soils by 75 

analyzing thousands of particles will provide insights into the solid phase speciation that controls 76 

bulk in vitro bioaccessibility. 77 

 78 

To test this hypothesis, here we report the results of an investigation into contaminated 79 

soils from city of Mitrovica, which is located in the Republic of Kosovo. Since historic times this 80 

area has been associated with mining, smelting and processing metal ores. Mitrovica is a small 81 

city (approximately 70,000 inhabitants) located in the District of Mitrovica, in northern Kosovo.  82 

Prior to the Kosovan War of 1998-1999, when various industrial enterprises stopped, several 83 

diverse metal-production operations were active.  Metal ores were smelted at Zvecan, north of 84 

Mitrovica (Figure 1), with waste stored in the Zharkov Potok tailings pond and smelter slag 85 

disposed of at Gornje Polje waste dumps (also on the northern boundary of Mitrovica). In 86 

addition, industrial residues from a former chemical plant (located in south east Mitrovica) where 87 

Zn electrolysis, and Pb battery manufacture took place, are present over approximately 30 88 

hectares of land on the banks of the Sitnica River that runs through Mitrovica (Figure 1) 89 

 90 
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Population exposure to PHE contaminated environmental media is of potential concern 91 

in this region. Previous work has demonstrated the potential public health problems associated 92 

with the intake of soil-bound PHEs present at various locations in this area (Boisa et al., 2013). 93 

Physiologically-based in vitro analyses (Boisa et al., 2013, 2014) showed that metal bioaccessibility 94 

in exposure media from the area was highly variable, and potentially could reach dangerously 95 

high levels of availability. This was clearly an issue during the Kosovan War, when the 96 

displacement of predominantly Roma and Ashkali populations from the Roma Mahalla 97 

neighborhood in south Mitrovica led to resettlement in locations that had not only high soil PHE 98 

levels, but also high PHE bioaccessibility levels. Relocation to the Osterode internally displaced 99 

peoples (IDP) camp (a former French barracks) and the Cesmin Lug IDP camp, both of which are 100 

within 300 m of the Gorne Polje tailings dump, and immediately downwind of the Zvecan smelter 101 

(Figure 1), provided an ideal opportunity for a public health calamity.  Conceived originally as a 102 

temporary relocation, the camps were home for internally displaced families for almost 10 years. 103 

Elevated soil Pb levels here are of obvious concern given the adverse systemic health effects of 104 

Pb, and according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention no safe blood lead level (the 105 

biomarker for exposure) in children has been identified. Evidence for behavioural and cognition 106 

deficits resulting from low level Pb exposure is mounting (Budtz-Jørgensen et al., 2012; 107 

Chandramouli et al., 2009; Grandjean, 2010; Jakubowski, 2011; Lanphear, et al., 2005). A number 108 

of studies have also identified an association between early lead exposure and increased 109 

incidence of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (Aguiar et al., 2010; Nigg et al., 2010), 110 

and other behavioral problems (Chen et al., 2007; Roy et al., 2009). 111 

 112 
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As part of  this investigation into contaminated soils from Mitrovica, samples from the 113 

smelter waste site (from Gornje Polje), the tailing site (from Zharkov Potok), and topsoil samples 114 

(1-10 cm depth) from Bosniak Mahalla, Roma Mahalla and the internally displaced peoples IDP 115 

camp at Cesmin Lug were analysed (Figure 1). Investigation of the PHE associations (with a 116 

particular focus on Pb) at the IP level, proceeded in two stages using electron microscopy based 117 

methods. In the first, the objective was to determine whether the Pb-bearing particles differed 118 

significantly between sampling locations. The second objective was to assess how bioaccessible 119 

the particle bound Pb was at each location. To accomplish the first objective, computer controlled 120 

scanning electron microscopy (CCSEM), that combines scanning electron microscopy with energy 121 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and automated image analysis software was used to collect 122 

IP composition data on a statistically significant numbers of particles from each sample. This 123 

analytical technique has been widely used to characterize particulate matter in a range of 124 

environmental media. For example, this approach has been used to evaluate long range transport 125 

of desert dusts (Coz, 2009; Reid et al., 2003), particle movement in urbanized desert areas 126 

(Wagner and Cassucio, 2014), the nature urban aerosols (Ault et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2012; 127 

Lagudu et al., 2011; Moffet et al., 2008; ), the  content of indoor aerosols (Conner et al., 2001); 128 

and the metal-bearing particle content of soils (Johnson and Hunt, 1991; Kennedy et al., 2002). 129 

As CCSEM-EDS facilitates source identification it has the potential to support targeted 130 

interventions, or targeted remediation. The second objective was attained through a process of 131 

chemical extraction at the IP level. Lead particle solubility was investigated by Differential IP 132 

Analysis (DIPA). DIPA initially involved, in the first instance, the collection of IP information 133 

(elemental and morphological) in the SEM from particles as originally sampled. Then, upon 134 
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removal from the SEM the particles of interest were immersed in situ on the SEM mount in a 135 

simulated gastric fluid for a specified time. After returning the sample to the SEM particles 136 

previously analysed were relocated and analysed a second time to determine what differential 137 

changes may have occurred.  DIPA has been used successfully in previous studies to gather 138 

information on the extent to which the different individual particles, or particle components, are 139 

more, or less, soluble than others (see e.g., Donner et al., 2012; Hunt and Johnson, 1996,  2010). 140 

 141 

Lead-isotope ratio data for each sample was also collected to provide potentially 142 

supportive evidence for Pb-source separation. It has been shown that sources of Pb-143 

contamination can, under certain circumstances, be identified based on differences in Pb-isotope 144 

ratios (e.g., Duzgoren-Aydin and Weiss, 2008; Gulson, 2008; Rabinowitz 1995). The stable Pb-145 

isotope content of Pb-ores differ from each other (largely as a function of the age of the ore 146 

deposit), so if different sources of Pb are isotopically different (originating from different ores), 147 

and the contributing sources are limited in number, Pb-isotope source differentiation is possible.  148 
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MATERIALS & METHODS 149 

 150 

Sampling  151 

Surface samples from sites across the Mitrovica area were collected from 0 to 10 cm 152 

depth using a stainless steel trowel and then bagged, followed by air-drying, disaggregation and 153 

sieving to obtain the < 2 mm fraction.  All soil samples were collected from communal 154 

residential or public recreational spaces within the study area.  Five surface samples, 155 

representing each of the different sample locations in Mitrovica, were the subject of the 156 

detailed CCSEM-EDX investigation documented here. These samples were: a top soil from 157 

Bosniak Mahalla (BM5), a top soil from Roma Mahalla (RM45), IDP camp top soils (RM71, and 158 

RM72), tailings material from Zarkov Potok (RM66) and smelter waste from Gornje Polje 159 

(RM77). 160 

 161 

Total concentration and oral bioaccessibility 162 

Pseudo-total Pb (herein referred to as total) was determined by aqua regia digestion in a 163 

microwave oven (0.5 g sub-sample, HCl : HNO3 in the ratio 3:1 v/v). The gastric-phase in vitro oral 164 

bioaccessibility was determined using the Unified Bioaccessibility method or UBM, after Wragg 165 

et al., 2009), modified for a 0.3 g sub-sample. These analyses were undertaken on a sieved <250 166 

µm fraction. For each digestion (totals and gastric-phase), reagent blanks were also prepared and 167 

the filtrate obtained from the digestion was refrigerated (< 4°C) prior to analysis by ICP-MS (X 168 

Series II, Thermo Electron Corporation, Cheshire, UK).  All chemicals used were certified analytical 169 
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grade and ultra-pure water of conductivity 18.2MΩ-cm was produced by a direct Q™ millipore 170 

system (Molsheim, France). The percentage bioaccessiblility was calculated as follows:  171 

% Bioaccessibility = (Cbio / Ctotal) x 100 172 

Where Cbio is the concentration of Pb released from the soil (mg/kg) in the gastric phase 173 

extraction and Ctotal is the pseudo-total (aqua regia soluble) Pb concentration in the soil. Further 174 

details on the reference materials utilized and additional QC procedures are detailed in Boisa et 175 

al. (2013).   176 

 177 

Computer Controlled Scanning Electron Microscopy (CCSEM) 178 

The basics of the automated microscopy-based methodology used here, have been 179 

described previously by Hunt et al. (1992). In that study, the technique was employed to 180 

characterize particulate Pb derived from various types of source. Here the focus was exclusively 181 

on surface soils that were sieved through a < 64 μm nylon mesh. Finely divided material from this 182 

size fraction was prepared for CCSEM-EDS analysis in the following stages: (i) A subsample of 183 

material was placed in a 50 mL test tube containing distilled water to which a small amount (< 1 184 

ml) of surfactant was added, this was then ultrasonically agitated for 5 minutes. (ii) An aliquot of 185 

the soil in water suspension was filtered, from a chimney reservoir, onto a 25 mm diameter 0.4 186 

µm pore size polycarbonate membrane filter. (iii) Several filters were prepared for each sample 187 

so an optimal filter loading could be selected; a filter loading with a separation between particles 188 

of at least one particle diameter was considered optimal, however a filter with an even lighter 189 

loading was preferred. (iii)  Each filter was attached to an SEM mount with an intervening layer 190 

of adhesive carbon paint, before it was submitted for analysis.  191 
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 192 

CCSEM analysis was performed on an ASPEX/FEI (now Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 193 

MA, USA) scanning electron microscope (SEM). The SEM was operated in variable pressure mode 194 

and specimen images were obtained from backscatter electron (BE) collection. Specimen 195 

composition information was determined by EDS using an ASPEX/FEI OmegaMax™ silicon drift 196 

detector with an ultra-thin window (permitting light element detection). The SEM standard 197 

operating conditions were: an accelerating voltage of 25 keV, a beam current of 1.0 nA, and a 198 

working distance of approximately 16 mm. The resident SEM automated feature analysis (AFA) 199 

software employed a BE signal (binary) threshold to separate the particles on the filter from the 200 

substrate. The binary threshold for AFA was set so that all features (particles) with an average 201 

atomic number greater than carbon were above the threshold. In automated feature search 202 

mode particles were detected based on the threshold.  Upon feature detection, recording the 203 

element content of each feature detected involved the capture of X-ray data as the primary 204 

electron beam rastered in chords over the feature. The dwell time (the time the primary beam 205 

rastered over the particle) was set at a minimum of 10 seconds or the acquisition of 10,000 X-ray 206 

counts. For each feature an X-ray spectrum was collected and stored. Recognition of the 207 

elements in the feature X-ray spectrum used the AFA software vector editor. A vector being a 208 

pre-calculated data set performing quantitative analysis on unknown spectra. The type of vector 209 

calculated here (filter-fit) required reference spectra for individual elements; these were 210 

collected with the machine specific X-ray detector. The filter-fit technique assumes that the 211 

unknown feature spectrum can be represented as a weighted sum of the reference spectra. This 212 

weighted sum includes a constant called the k-ratio which is closely related to the weight 213 
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percentage.  The elements of interest selected here for which percentage data was generated 214 

were: Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Sb, and Pb. In addition to element 215 

concentration data, for each particle its size (e.g., minimum, maximum, and average diameter), 216 

projected area, and aspect ratio were measured. This was stored in a database of > 4,500 features 217 

that were analyzed for sample analysis. 218 

 219 

The data interpretation phase focused on identifying homogenous groups of particle 220 

types in the data sets obtained from each sample. A supervised divisive hierarchical cluster 221 

analysis was used for this purpose. The existence of similarities in element concentration ranges 222 

among the individual particles was the primary defining characteristic for a homogenous group.  223 

The cluster analysis reached a stopping point where further division of a group was not necessary, 224 

or when a new group would contain less than 1% of the total number of particles in the data set. 225 

Based on the composition of the particles in each group, a set of rules was defined to classify 226 

particles belonging to that group. In this rule set, each particle group (a particle class) was 227 

ordered in a linear (classification) scheme to enable class attribution of the CCSEM data from 228 

other samples. The rules that described a class were generally inclusionary and were delineated 229 

by the percentage concentration ranges for the main elements identified in the particles in each 230 

homogenous group. Classification of the particles in each of the samples was accomplished by 231 

linearly sorting the CCSEM element data for each particle through the scheme. 232 

 233 

Differential Individual Particle Analysis (DIPA) 234 
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A dry fraction of each sample was passed through a 64 um nylon mesh suspended above 235 

a 5cm x 5cm square of double sided adhesive carbon tape that was then subject to examination 236 

in the SEM.  In early tests, double sided adhesive carbon tape was found to be preferable to other 237 

substrates (such as polycarbonate membrane filters) as deposited particles remained in place on 238 

the adhesive tape after any liquid immersion unlike particles deposited on a membrane filter. 239 

Analyst guided Pb-particle detection in the SEM was accomplished using  high backscatter 240 

electron imaging. Lead-particle positions, once identified, were recorded using multiple saved 241 

images of the locational SEM fields of view (FOV). DIPA involved repeated exposure of Pb-242 

particles of interest to a simulated gastric fluid (SGF) comprised of 0.4 M glycine, adjusted to pH 243 

1.5 using concentrated HCl, at 37◦C (USEPA, 2007). After initial SEM imaging, the particles were 244 

immersed in a droplet of SGF (applied by pipette onto the particles on the adhesive carbon tape) 245 

for repeated periods of 30 minutes up to a total of 2 hours. During these immersion intervals the 246 

sample was placed in a convection oven with the temperature set at 37◦C. This process was 247 

intended to simulate the time over which ingested material resides in the stomach before 248 

transfer to the small intestine. At the end of the prescribed immersion period, the SGF was 249 

removed by pipette and replaced (again by pipette) with distilled water. This water was in turn 250 

removed and discarded and another quantity of water was immediately pipetted again onto the 251 

sample. This “washing” by dilution was repeated several times to remove as much SGF as possible 252 

from the sample and therefore stop the extraction.  After each 30 minute SGF exposure, the 253 

sample was returned to the SEM and the FOVs of interest were relocated to allow the target Pb-254 

particles to be imaged once more.  This enabled any changes either physical and/or chemical 255 

changes that had occurred during SGF immersion to be recorded. This in-situ procedure has the 256 
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advantage of allowing the same particle to be re-examined after multiple exposures to assess 257 

potential dissolution rates over time. 258 

 259 

Lead Isotope Determinations 260 

Pb-isotopic ratios were determined for the < 64 μm size fraction of each sample. Pb-261 

isotopes were measured using a VG Sector Ionization Mass Spectrometer (London, UK). The 262 

silica-gel technique was used and the filament temperature during measurements was 263 

monitored continuously and raw ratios measured at 1150 ⁰C, 1200 ⁰C, and 1250 ⁰C. The 264 

reported Pb-isotopic data were corrected for mass fractionation  of 0.12  0.03% per a.m.u. 265 

based on replicate analyses of NBS-981 (common lead standard) equal atom Pb standard 266 

measured in the same manner. Estimated errors are less than 0.05% per mass unit. Values for 267 

procedural blanks were <400 pg for Sr, and <200 pg  for both Nd and Pb.  268 

 269 

RESULTS 270 

 271 

Total concentration and oral bioaccessibility 272 

The samples investigated had total Pb levels ranging from 624 – 46,900 mg/kg, and in 273 

vitro oral Pb bioaccessibilities of between 3.3 and 89% (Table 1).  274 

The IDP camp topsoils have two very different bioaccessibilites, whilst Bosniak Mahalla is 275 

associated with a lower bioaccessibility than the Roma Mahalla topsoil. Both of the metalliferous 276 

wastes are associated with very low bioaccessibilities. 277 

 278 
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Computer Controlled Scanning Electron Microscopy (CCSEM) 279 

A classification scheme containing classes for metal and non-metal particles was 280 

developed from the clustering exercise using a training set of data from one of the samples 281 

analyzed (BM5; selected as high pseudo-total Pb and moderate % bioaccessibility). The classes 282 

were subsequently refined by sifting the data from the other samples through the scheme. A 283 

total of 36 classes were originally developed, but for convenience a second scheme was 284 

subsequently formulated for only the Pb-bearing particles. Most classes were operationally 285 

defined, but some were obviously related to the mineral content of the soil. For example, the 286 

class containing particles with Si content >99%, was defined as “Si-only” but clearly represented 287 

a class for quartz. Similarly, the “Fe-only” class was a class for Fe-oxides, and the “Ca-only” class 288 

was for Ca-carbonate. Mixed element particles were also of specific “mineral types”, namely: 289 

MgCa (class rule Mg+Ca>90%) defined dolomite, FeS (class rule Fe+S>95% and S>5%) defined 290 

pyrite, particles in the MgSi-only class were considered to be talc and those in the CaP-only class, 291 

apatite. Thirty-five classes of these: (i) “mineral type,” (ii) other crustal type, and (iii) metal-292 

bearing particles were identified, with the 36th class for all particles remaining unclassifed. The 293 

metals Cr, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Sb, and Pb were recorded over a range of concentrations in the individual 294 

particles and four metal-bearing particles classes were defined.   295 

  296 

The CCSEM particle data for each sample was linearly sorted through the 36 class scheme, 297 

however for ease of comparison, class assignment outcomes were concatenated into “groups” 298 

of classes. Six “soil particle” class groups were delineated (Si-rich, AlSi, Fe-rich, Ca-rich, AlSiK, 299 

AlSiCa), one “metals” group reflecting metal-bearing particles and one “Pb-bearing” particle 300 
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group were specified, as well as a group referred to as “others”  and those particles left 301 

unclassified. The results of the group assignments, in terms of particle number attribution, for 302 

each of the samples are set out in Figure 2.  303 

 304 

The four samples that were collected as topsoil (RM71, RM72, BM5, and RM45) 305 

characteristically recorded a high percentage of particles in the ‘soil particle’ groups. The AlSiK-306 

bearing particle group is important in all the soil samples. In the sample of RM77 the metals group 307 

(Zn being important) dominates, and given that the RM77 sample was collected from the Gornje 308 

Polje site, which was a repository for waste from the Zvecan smelter, this is not surprising. The 309 

RM66 particle assemblage is dominated by Fe-rich, and Pb-bearing particles.  Considering the 310 

origin of this sample (Zarkov Potok tailings) we consider the Fe-rich and Pb-bearing particles that 311 

populate this medium are of anthropogenic origin.  Corresponding to the total Pb concentration 312 

documented in the soils (Table 1), the abundance of Pb-bearing particles followed the order 313 

BM5>RM71>RM72>RM45. Moreover, among all the samples, the highest percentage of the total 314 

particles analyzed that contained Pb was recorded in sample BM5. As was to be expected, Pb was 315 

identified frequently at the IP level in the samples, but was not observed in a mineral form. X-ray 316 

Powder Diffraction (XRD) identified several (some uncommon) Pb-minerals in the Mitrovica 317 

samples (Boisa et al., 2013). The XRD analysis of a tailing sample identified the minerals lanarkite 318 

(Pb2(SO4)O), and beudantite (PbFe3(OH)6SO4AsO4); of an IDP camp soil the mineral coronadite 319 

(PbMn4+
2Mn2+

6O16); and of a smelter waste sample the minerals beudantite, coronadite, 320 

cerussite  (PbCO3), and Anglesite (PbSO4). However CCSEM analysis and visual inspection found 321 
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that the Pb was bound, at the IP level, with variety of other elements in many different physical 322 

forms.  323 

 324 

The particles initially assigned to the Pb-bearing particle class were subject to a separate 325 

clustering exercise. A classification scheme for the Pb-bearing particles was created from the 326 

CCSEM data using the same form of supervised divisive hierarchical cluster analysis. A 55 Pb-327 

particle classification scheme was created. Sifting the Pb-particle data from each sample data-set 328 

through the 55-class scheme allowed the specificity of each class to be maximized.  In the 329 

resulting classification, seven of the Pb-particle classes were found to have minimal 330 

discriminating power with less than 3% total for all sample particles reporting in any of these 331 

classes. Consequently, a classification scheme containing 48 classes was used for Pb-particle 332 

differentiation. The information in the 48 classes was later aggregated into 19 groups of similar 333 

classes. The results obtained from the linear sorting of the Pb-particle data from each sample 334 

through this scheme are set out in Table 2 (only percentage abundances > 1.0% are reported).  335 

The class assignment of Pb-particles in each sample was largely restricted to a specific set of 336 

classes, and for each sample these were different classes. Included in Table 2 is a list of elements 337 

for each group which are the “defining” elements for the classes in that group. These are not the 338 

only elements found in the particles assigned to classes for a specific group, they are, however, 339 

the elements that are characteristic of these particles. For example, in Group 3 classes, with Fe 340 

the other common element is Cu in the presence or absence of Ni (for illustrative purposes see 341 

Figure 3c). Other elements may be present (e.g., Si and Zn in Figure 3c), but may be absent so do 342 

not define the particles in these classes. The major group assignments for the percentage of Pb 343 
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particles in each sample were as follows: RM77: 90.6% to groups 1 and 2; RM66: 60.1% to groups 344 

3 and 4; RM72: 52.93% to groups 5-7; BM5: 48.3% to groups 8-11; RM71: 45.9% to groups 12-15; 345 

and, RM45: 64.7% to groups 16-19. These percentage assignments were highly specific for these 346 

“signature” groups; these groups are monotypic in that they are characterized by a unique 347 

representative particle type. For no sample were <46% of the sample particles assigned to the 348 

sample signature groups.  The signature groups (e.g., groups 1 and 2 for sample RM77) as ordered 349 

in Table 2 form part of a source signature matrix (see e.g., Hunt et al., 1991) which could be used 350 

for source attribution of Pb-particles in local samples of unknown origin (see Hunt et al., 1993). 351 

However, the goal here was to demonstrate whether the Pb-particles in each sample were 352 

distinctly different from those in the others. The results presented in Table 2 strongly 353 

demonstrate this. The classification overlap (the percentage of Pb-particles from other samples 354 

assigned to the signature groups of any specific sample), was relatively minor with a cross-355 

assignment of generally <4% and for no signature group was it >10%. Overlap between classes, 356 

while small, was most obvious for the classes that characterized the Pb-bearing particles in the 357 

soils, thus some windblown soil cross contamination might have existed. 358 

 359 

The element characteristics of the Pb-particles, as reported by the signature groups, 360 

appear to be the principal control on the Pb solubility in each sample. For example we 361 

hypothesize, that for sample RM77 (with a UBM of 3%), Fe and Zn are the dominant elements 362 

controlling the Pb solubility. For RM72 (UBM 13%), the presence of Ca and P conferred a lower 363 

solubility of Pb, and, for the sample with the highest Pb bioaccessiblity (RM 45; UBM 89%), the 364 
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dominance of Si, Al, Fe, Mn (+/-As) with low levels of Pb in the Pb-particles resulted in high Pb 365 

solubility 366 

 367 

Operator inspection of Pb-bearing particles in the SEM from each sample confirmed the 368 

CCSEM classification that there were a wide variety of Pb-particle forms in these samples. Specific 369 

examples of Pb-particles, that match specific CCSEM classed particles, are set out in Figure 3. 370 

Figure 3a is an example of the dominant particle type in RM77 where the uniform backscatter 371 

contrast matrix contains Pb, Fe and Zn, while the particle in Figure 3b has a similar composition 372 

but is an example of a particle that also contains As. Examples of sample RM66 Pb-particles that 373 

would be assigned to classes in Group 3 (Ni- and Cu-bearing), and Group 4 (Fe- and Mn-bearing) 374 

are set out in the images in Figure 3c and 3d respectively. Figure 3e is of a mixed phase particle 375 

from RM72 that contains Ca and P that would be assigned to a Group 5 class, and the image in 376 

Figure 3f, also of an RM72 Pb-particle, would be classified similarly although the Ca and P content 377 

was much less. The examples of BM5 Pb-particles would be classed as Group 8 (Figure 3g) or 378 

Group 11 (Figure 3h) particles. RM71 Pb-particles with very mixed composition (consisting of e.g., 379 

Al, Si, K, Fe, and Mn) are illustrated in Figure 3i and 3j. Lastly, examples of RM45 particles 380 

dominated by Pb and Pb + Mn are set out in Figure 3k and 3L. Interestingly, none of the observed 381 

Pb-particles resembled Pb-bearing paint particles, that contain Pb-pigment particles and other 382 

particle types in an organic vehicle (see e.g., Hunt, 2016). 383 

 384 

Differential Individual Particle Analysis (DIPA) 385 
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The recorded in vitro oral Pb bioaccessibilities of each of the samples in this study were 386 

different and this is likely a function of how the Pb is bound in each. The CCSEM analysis and 387 

individual Pb-particle imaging showed that the Pb in these samples was present in different 388 

particle forms. It is our contention that this variability at the IP level controls Pb bioaccessibility. 389 

To explore this notion, the Pb bioaccessibility associated with the various types of individual Pb-390 

particles in these samples was evaluated by DIPA. A detailed discussion of this analysis is beyond 391 

the scope of this paper (Hunt and Entwistle, unpublished data), however here we present 392 

examples of DIPA analysis of particles from each sample that we consider to be representative of 393 

CCSEM signature group Pb-particles. It should be noted that bulk sample bioaccessibilty by UBM 394 

used a sample size fraction of < 250 μm, while DIPA investigated particles <64 μm in size. The 395 

possibility exists that larger 64-250 μm particles incorporated in the UBMB might lead to some 396 

differences between UBM and DIPA bioacccessibility reporting. However, unless the larger 397 

particles were systematically different across the sample set compared to the smaller particles 398 

we expect the trend in bioaccessibilty across the samples (ranging from 3% t0 89%) to remain 399 

consistent.  400 

 401 

The lowest bulk sample Pb bioaccessibility was exhibited by sample RM77 (UMB of 3%) 402 

and images of a typical Pb-bearing particle from this sample before any immersion in the SGF, 403 

and after up to four sequential immersions of 30 minutes (2 hours total) are set out in Figures 3a 404 

and 4a respectively. At the IP level, Pb appeared to be present in two forms in these particles. 405 

The small high backscatter electron (bright) features in Figure 3a had a high Pb content and these 406 

were solubilized after immersion in the SGF (compare with Figure 4a). In comparison, the matrix 407 
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of these particles was not dissolved during SGF immersion. We suggest, the Fe + Zn matrix 408 

material in which Pb was present acted to protect the matrix Pb from mobilization (Figure 4a). It 409 

appears that these dominant Pb-bearing particles in sample RM77 exhibited low Pb 410 

bioaccessibility because, (i) Pb was bound in the protective Fe + Zn matrix of the particles and, 411 

(ii) where small high Pb-particles were present, and were “locked” in the interior of these 412 

particles, as opposed to being on the surface (where they were easily solubilized when exposed 413 

to the SGF), they were protected from exposure to the SGF.  414 

 415 

Sample RM66 had the second lowest Pb bioaccessibility (UBM of 6%) and it is likely that, 416 

just as in the case of sample RM77, the Pb in particles in RM66 was bound as a particle matrix 417 

element and the particles were resistant to dissolution in the SGF. In the case of RM66 particles 418 

with a high Fe+Mn content and a low Pb content they were not readily solubilized in the SGF. 419 

This is illustrated by comparing the image in Figure 3d of a Pb-particle before any SGF immersion 420 

with the image in Figure 4d of the same particle recorded after four sequential immersions of 30 421 

minutes in the SGF. After the SGF immersion the composition and the form of the particle 422 

remained unaltered. The association of Pb bound as part of the matrix with Fe+Mn in the RM66 423 

particles appears to have conferred protection from dissolution during SGF immersion. 424 

 425 

The Pb bioaccessibility for sample RM72 (UBM of 13%) was marginally greater than for 426 

RM77 and RM66. This suggested that there were Pb-particle phases in this sample that were 427 

soluble during SGF immersion, although most were not.  An example of an insoluble Pb-particle 428 

present in RM72 prior to SGF immersion and after four sequential immersions of 30 minutes in 429 
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the SGF is set out in Figure 3e and 4c. This Ca+P composition characteristics of this (Signature 430 

Group) particle appears to be a factor in reducing the Pb solubility. 431 

 432 

Sample BM5 has a higher Pb solubility (UBM of 30%) and also had a wide range of 433 

different Pb-bearing particle types. Reviewing the diversity of Pb-particle types in BM5 is beyond 434 

the scope of this discussion; however, an example of a particle type (assigned to CCSEM Signature 435 

Group 11) minimally altered by immersion in the SGF is presented in Figure 4d. Prior to immersion 436 

in the SGF (Figure 3h), this particle recorded an Fe+Pb composition, however after four sequential 437 

immersions of 30 minutes (Figure 4d), while Fe+Pb were still present the elements Al and Si also 438 

became prominent. The size and shape of the particle post immersion does not appear to have 439 

changed significantly, although surface cracks had opened and/or widened, and clearly some SGF 440 

dissolution has occurred for these other elements to become more prominent in the EDS analysis. 441 

 442 

Samples RM71 and RM45 had the highest Pb bioaccessibilty percentages (UBM of 88% 443 

and 89%, respectively), and this was reflected in the DIPA analysis. The RM71 Signature Group 444 

12 particle in Figure 3i, had lost almost all Pb content after only 30 minutes immersion in the SGF 445 

(Figure 4e). The complicated element composition of this type of particle (with Al and Si being 446 

the dominant element) does not appear to confer and protection against Pb mobilization by the 447 

SGF. Similarly, where the Pb is present as a separate phase as in the example of the RM45 448 

(Signature Group 17 particle in Figure 3l), the Pb is readily mobilized by the SGF. This is apparent 449 

from what remains of the particle shown in Figure 3l after exposure to the SGF for only 30 450 

minutes (Figure 4f), the high Pb content phase in this particle has been completely solubilized.  451 
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 452 

Lead isotope Ratios 453 

The isotope ratios 206Pb/204Pb, 207Pb/204Pb, and 208Pb/204Pb for the study samples are 454 

listed in Table 3. Also listed in Table 3 are Pb-isotope ratios published in the literature for the 455 

Trepča mine at Stan Terg (Brown, 1962; Jankovic, 1978) which is approximately 6 miles from 456 

Mitrovica. The main ore minerals at the Trepča mine are: galena, sphalerite, arsenopyrite, pyrite 457 

and pyrrhotite (Kolodziejczyk et al., 2012). The mine has been a major producer of Pb; since the 458 

start of modern exploitation of the mine in 1930 until 1998 it is estimated that the mine produced 459 

2,066,000 metric tons of Pb (Féraud et al., 2007). The similarities in the ratios for each sample 460 

suggest that the Pb in each sample was from the same original ore source. While the 461 

bioaccessible Pb percentage varied substantially between samples the Pb isotope ratios did not 462 

provide any obvious clues as to why.   463 
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DISCUSSION 464 

 465 

 It is well known that Pb speciation in soils is a major factor influencing Pb bioaccessibility 466 

(e.g. Cox et al., 2013; Reis et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2011). Here, CCSEM is used to provide a 467 

detailed description of the constituent Pb-particle phases present in several surface soil samples 468 

that were collected from a geographically small area in Mitrovica, northern Kosovo. Of immediate 469 

significance for these samples was that, despite their close proximity when collected, the bulk 470 

sample Pb-concentration and the Pb bioaccessibility varied appreciably; ranging approximately 471 

between 625 and 47,000 mg/kg and 3.33 and 89% respectively. These differences were mirrored 472 

at the individual Pb-bearing particle level. In terms of Pb-particle composition we have 473 

demonstrated that Pb-particles in each sample conformed to specific element association types. 474 

Homogenous groups of particles, based on similarities in composition, were represented as one 475 

or several individual classes.  For example in sample RM77, Pb associated with Fe and Zn at the 476 

IP level conform to a monotypic assemblage. That is, an assemblage based on particles that are 477 

all of the same type (element  content) and are generated by the same process, or are of the 478 

same origin,  but differ slightly in element percentages. For each of the study samples the 479 

constituent Pb-bearing particles were present as a polytypic assemblage (composed of several 480 

monotypic assemblages) that was different for each sample. The constituent monotypic 481 

assemblages for each sample clearly shared a commonality, and the intra-sample differences 482 

between monotypic assemblages were far smaller than any inter-sample differences. Hence 483 

different polytypic assemblages are recognized for each sample.  For example, emergent from 484 

the CCSEM analysis, the polytypic assemblage of Pb-particles in sample RM77, defined by 485 
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Signature Groups 1 and 2 (Table 2) account for (describe) >90 % of the Pb-particles in the sample, 486 

and, the percentage of Pb-bearing particles from any of the other samples similar to RM77 487 

particles (as specified by the element composition for Signature Groups 1 and 2), is <3%. 488 

 489 

 The presence of different polytypic Pb-particle assemblages across the study samples 490 

suggests that there are fundamental differences in the types of Pb-bearing particles present in 491 

the samples. From the Pb-isotope ratio data we concluded that the original source of the Pb in 492 

the samples was the same ore body of the Trepča mine. However, the forms of the Pb in the 493 

study samples suggest that the Pb in these samples has been modified from its original processed 494 

ore form. It is our contention that various manufacturing/industrial/anthropogenic (MIA) 495 

processes are responsible for this and, there has been dispersion in the environment either 496 

during MIA processing or subsequently, possibly with post-deposition transformation and 497 

repartitioning of the Pb in surface soils. 498 

 499 

 Differences in Pb bioaccessibility between samples appears to be a function of the 500 

differences in polytypic Pb-particle assemblages. These in turn are likely to be the result of 501 

various MIA processes that produced different Pb-bearing particle types in the samples.  The 502 

samples exhibiting the lowest bioaccessibility (i.e., RM77 and RM66: ≤6 %) consist of monotypic 503 

assemblages dominated by the Pb associated with Fe and Zn and other first row transition metals 504 

(RM77) and Pb associated with Mn and other first row transition metals (RM66). When Pb is not 505 

matrix bound (e.g., with Zn and Mn) or locked as a Pb-dominant phase in a larger insoluble 506 

particle, but is present as a Pb-dominant phase either isolated, or attached to another particle, it 507 
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is relatively more bioaccessible. The association of Pb with other metals apparently confers a 508 

resistance to SGF solubility. Undoubtedly, the elements in the Pb-particles are not present in a 509 

‘natural’ unmodified form, which could increase solubility; however a passivation layer may have 510 

developed conferring some protection.  511 

 512 

 The Pb-isotope ratio data provided almost no discriminating information on which to 513 

separate the study samples from each other. The Pb-isotope information, production data, and 514 

proximity, links the Pb in the study samples to the Trepča mine. Our Pb-isotope data closely 515 

matches that obtained by Brewer et al., (2016) from samples collected in the same vicinity as the 516 

study samples here. The 208Pb/206Pb data is similar in both studies. The 206Pb/207Pb data from this 517 

study were tightly clustered in the range 1.186-1.196, while the 206Pb/207Pb data presented by 518 

Brewer et al., (2016) was less clustered. Across this range our 206Pb/207Pb data for the Zharkov 519 

Potok (RM66), Gornje Polje (RM77), Roma Mahalla topsoil (RM45), and IDP camp surface soils 520 

(RM71 and RM72) sites correspond closely to results from the same sites set out in Brewer et al., 521 

(2016).  This published data, and the data presented here, differs from that obtained from 522 

samples from the same locales that has been described by Prathumratana et al., (2008). In the 523 

Prathumratana et al., (2008) study, the sample 206Pb/207Pb data were all lower (<1.176); it is 524 

unclear why this might be. Brewer et al., (2016) argued that the Pb in the surface soils from the 525 

IDP camps originated from the Gornje Polje waste site. Here we show that the Pb in the samples 526 

from Gornje Polje and the IDP camps are quite different from each other. At the bulk sample 527 

level, the Pb bioaccessibility in each sample is different, and at the IP level the composition and 528 

the solubility of Pb-bearing particles in each of these samples is different. We suggest that the 529 
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original source of the Pb in our study samples is the Trepca mine. This is in agreement with Brewer 530 

et al., (2016) who assert that the local Zvecan smelter is the source, and it is the Trepca mine that 531 

supplied the Zvecan smelter. Also, it is likely that the Pb in our samples has been modified from 532 

its original form by manufacturing/industrial/anthropogenic (MIA) processes. These “secondary” 533 

processes/sources cannot be readily identified by stable Pb-isotope ratio source attribution.  534 
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CONCLUSIONS  535 

 536 

There is a growing acceptance that for PHEs exposure estimates can be improved by 537 

understanding the bioaccessibility of ingested material in the gastro-intestinal tract. As 538 

bioaccessibility is controlled by the chemical or mineral form (speciation) of the Pb, the more we 539 

understand the contaminant phases present in the soil, particularly in samples where the 540 

contaminant of interest is in complex phases, rather than present as discrete mineral phases, the 541 

better able we are to utilise and apply the bioaccessibility data.  CCSEM particle characterization 542 

has the potential to provide additional supporting evidence for application in human health risk 543 

assessment and risk management. This is a relatively rapid, robust, and powerful tool that is 544 

capable of determining how various sample components are associated at the microscopic 545 

particle level.  Results from the Mitrovica samples indicate that the Pb-particle types in these 546 

samples vary in form (morphology/habit), composition (separate phases vs. homogenous 547 

composition), and amount of Pb present at the IP level. Across the suite of samples, Pb-particles 548 

with metal associations were less soluble in the acidic environment of the gastric phase than low 549 

Pb-bearing particle types where the Pb takes the form of a surface coating or a separate 550 

concentrated phase. The results underline the importance of specific phases in tightly 551 

sequestering Pb in soils. However, when the Pb has been repartitioned in the soil, for instance if 552 

it has been sorbed onto the surfaces of other soil phases (across a range of soil mineral phases), 553 

then the Pb is more bioaccessible.  554 

  555 
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CCSEM-EDS, especially when allied to DIPA, can provide detailed information on 556 

particulates in environmental media which can help support environmental interpretations 557 

based on chemical extraction data to better refine subsequent risk-based assessments. CCSEM 558 

potentially also has a role to play in source attribution as data at the IP level inherently provides 559 

more information than bulk sample data alone. Recognizing the sources of contributing particles 560 

to a medium is of value for primary prevention of exposure to Pb enabling the removal of sources 561 

of lead exposure. 562 

 563 

 Whilst one might use CCSEM to usefully quantify the abundance of various Pb-phases in 564 

a sample, and to indicate possible source areas of particulate input, the actual Pb concentrations 565 

in the bioaccessible phase are also of relevance in situations such as these in Mitrovica where 566 

high total Pb concentrations actually mean that even where samples are dominated with low 567 

solubility Pb phases bioaccessible concentrations can reach nearly 3,000 mg/kg Pb. As such we 568 

contend that CCSEM-based analyses should not be considered a replacement for bioaccessibility, 569 

but that it can augment the understanding of such determinations and reduces the rather ‘black-570 

box’ approach that has doggedly hampered the wider community acceptance of the utility and 571 

value of bioaccessibility testing at contaminated sites. Finally, detailed information provided by 572 

CCSEM analysis pre- and post-intervention implementation also has the potential to support 573 

decision-makers to evaluate the progress of any Pb reduction programs.  574 
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Table 1. Sample location information, sample Pb summary data, and CCSEM analysis breakdown 

Sample ID 
(type) 

Site 
location 

Bulk sample Pb 
concentration 
(mg/kg) [n=3] 

Bioaccessible 
sample Pb (%) 
[n=3] 

Total number 
particles analyzed 
by CCSEM 

Subset [n] of Pb-
bearing particles 
analyzed by CCSEM  

RM71  
(topsoil) 

IDP 
camp 

3,210 ± 24.0 88 4,592 434 

RM72 IDP 2,140 ± 8.50 13 6,000 273 
(topsoil) camp     
BM5 
(topsoil) 

Bosniak 
Mahalla 

8,670 ± 183 30 5,399 1,715 

RM45  
(topsoil) 

Roma 
Mahalla 

624 ± 25.7 89 5,743 72 

RM66 
(tailings) 

Zarkov 
Potok 

1,510 ± 8.9 5.8 5,158 1,012 

RM77  
(smelter waste) 

Gornje 
Polje 

46,900 ± 120 3.3 5,975 1,538 
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Table 2. CCSEM Pb-particle group assignments. ‘Signature Group’ assignments for specific 
samples are in bold. 

  
Sample Site Codes 

(percentage Pb bioaccessibility) 

GROUP # 
(#classes) 

Defining Element  
RM77                        
(3%) 

RM66                        
(6%) 

RM72                       
(13%) 

BM5                     
(30%) 

RM71                        
(88%) 

RM45                        
(89%) 

1 (6) Fe, Zn (+/-As, +/- Cu, +/-S)  79.8 2.9 2.6 2.7 1.1  
2 (1) High Pb (Fe, Zn, S) 10.8  2.6 2.4 2.0  
3 (3) Fe (Cu and/or Ni) 3.7 29.9  3.2  1.5 

4 (4) Fe, Mn (+/-As)  2.6 30.3 2.8 3.4 4.2 2.9 

5 (5) P, Ca (+/-Fe, +/-Na, +/-Si)    33.7 1.5 3.3  

6 (2) Fe   5.0 9.6 5.1 2.2  

7 (2) Fe, Al, Si, Ca, Na (+/-K, +/-Mg)  1.3 9.6 0.4 2.2 4.4 

8 (1) Si, Fe, Al, As   2.2 6.4 3.8  

9 (3) Si, Al,  Fe, K (+/-Mg, +/-Ca)  2.1  11.6 4.2  

10 (1) Si, Fe, Al, Ca, K, Mg  2.7 1.3 13.6 2.0 4.1 

11 (2) Fe, Si, Al (+/- Mg)  1.9 2.6 16.8 9.3 9.3 

12 (4) 
Si, Al, Fe, Na, K (+/-As, +/-Mg, +/-
Mn)  2.5 1.7 1.2 13.7 3.1 

13 (4) Si, Al, Fe, Na, K (+/-Mg +/-Ca)  1.0 2.5 8.0 17.6 3.6 

14 (2) Fe, Si, Al, Na  3.1 7.0 3.7 8.9 1.5 

15 (1) Fe, Si, Al  1.5  2.0 5.8 1.5 

16 (3) Si, Al, Fe, Mn (+/-As)  4.8 1.3 6.2 7.5 36.8 

17 (1) Ca, Si, Fe, Al   7.4 2.4 2 5.9 

18 (1) Pb > 85%   1.0   8.8 

19 (2) Si (+/-Al)  2.9 2.6 5.1 9.1 13.2 
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Table 3. Pb Isotope ratios for study samples 

 Isotope Ratios 

Sample ID 206Pb/204Pb 2σ 207Pb/204Pb 2σ 208Pb/204Pb 2σ 

RM72 18.681 0.019 15.722 0.015 39.142 0.048 
RM71 18.675 0.021 15.711 0.020 38.930 0.054 
RM45 18.632 0.011 15.647 0.008 38.755 0.026 
BM5 18.647 0.007 15.591 0.010 38.668 0.029 

RM66 18.680 0.022 15.618 0.022 38.704 0.060 
RM77 18.639 0.038 15.675 0.045 38.833 0.114 

Trepca mine* 18.830  15.76  39.26  
Trepca mine** 18.890  15.14  39.46  

*from Brown (1962) **Jancovic (1978) 
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Figure 1 Study area showing the sampling locations, and locations of past metallurgical industries 

and the deposits of metallurgical waste (after Boisa et al., 2013). 
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Figure 2 General classification of particles from the study samples using a consolidated version 

of the 58 class scheme developed for these samples 
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Figure 3 Scanning electron microscope images of pristine Pb-particles from each sample with 

compositions matching the classification scheme Groups: 1 (a., and b.) from sample RM77 total 

Pb-bioaccessibility: 3%; 3 (c.), 4 (d.) from sample RM66 total Pb-bioaccessibility: 6%; 5 (e., and f.) 

from sample RM72 total Pb-bioaccessibility: 13%; 8 (g.), 11 (h.) from sample BM5 total Pb-

bioaccessibility: 30%; 12 (i.), 13 (j.) from sample RM71 total Pb-bioaccessibility: 88%; and 16 (k.), 

and 18 (l.) from sample RM45 total Pb-bioaccessibility: 89% 
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Figure 4 Scanning electron microscope images of Pb-particles after SGF immersions of various 

durations documented in pristine form in Figures:  3a. (a., after 120 minutes), 3d. (b., after 120 

minutes), 3e. (c., after 120 minutes), 3h. (d., after 120 minutes), 3i. (e., after 30 minutes), and 

3l. (f., after 30 minutes) 

 


